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INTRODUCTION
The struggle between advocates of ‘parks for people’ and ‘parks for preservation’ defines
the modern history of Canada’s national parks.1 Historians and other scholars generally
agree that Parliament designated Canada’s early national parks to fulfill the public policy
objective of nation-building and to generate economic returns. At the forefront of any
identifiable parks purpose was the satisfaction of recreational, economic or spiritual
interests of Canadians.2 Since the late 1960s preservationists have battled this ‘parks for
people’ ideology governing Canada’s national parks, applying pressure on Parliament to
assert the preservation of nature for its own sake as the primary purpose in the parks. This
pressure, in conjunction with various government studies conducted during the 1980s and
1990s, led to the enactment of new federal national parks legislation in 2001 which
categorically mandates the maintenance or restoration of ecological integrity as the first
priority in the national parks. This legislative priority for ecological preservation in
national parks decision-making has curiously not produced any discernible change from
the ‘parks for people’ ideology. Indeed recent evidence suggests economic and
recreational interests are actually becoming more rather than less influential in
management decisions for certain parks.3
The objective of this paper is twofold. First, the paper sets out doctrinal analysis of
applicable case law to support the view that the 2001 ecological integrity amendments to
national parks legislation have had little impact on the ‘parks for people’ ideology
governing national parks. In a series of decisions interpreting this legislation, the Federal
Court has repeatedly emphasized that maintaining ecological integrity is simply one of
many factors for parks decision-makers to consider in their mandate. Second, the paper
offers a critical reading of these Federal Court decisions to support the hypothesis that
there is a problem of legal design here that constrains the power of law to implement the
ecological integrity preservation norm.
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THE NORM OF ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY
Introduction
Ecological integrity has a long association with North American environmental discourse
dating back to Aldo Leopold’s 1949 Land Ethic: “A thing is right when it tends to
preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it
tends otherwise.”4 With these words, Aldo Leopold gave ecological integrity popular
recognition as a norm to guide human activity in relation to the rest of the biotic
community. The last several decades of the twentieth century saw extensive growth in the
literature describing the meaning of ecological integrity and how to measure for it. Most
commentators associate ecological integrity with an ecological state free of any human
disturbance. On this view, human activity necessarily impairs ecological integrity and
thus paradigm ecological integrity is found in ecosystems protected from human
disturbance. These commentators tend to advocate for the preservation of core protected
areas wherein humans have little or no presence.5
Ecological Integrity as a Priority in Legislation and Policy
Ecological integrity was first expressed in Canadian national parks policy in 1979, and
several years later Parliament amended the National Parks Act to state the maintenance
of ecological integrity is the first priority in national park zoning and visitor use
management.6 While this statutory provision was subsequently cited in several judicial
decisions, it was not the focus of litigation and its meaning was never thoroughly
considered.7 While not having much legal significance, this enactment did symbolize a
strengthening of the ecological integrity mandate in national parks decision-making.
In 1998 the Minister of Canadian Heritage appointed a panel of scientists to assess the
ecological integrity of the national parks. In 2000 the panel provided the Minister with its
conclusion that the ecological integrity of most national parks was in peril. The panel set
out various recommendations on actions to enhance the ecological integrity of the parks.8
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One such recommendation was for legislative amendments to ensure the maintenance or
restoration of ecological integrity is the overriding priority in national parks
management.9 The consensus among panel members was that a stronger legal mandate
was necessary to provide authority for Parks Canada to say ‘no’ to excessive human
activity in the parks, because the panel had concluded from its field visits that human
activity was largely responsible for the ecological decline in the parks.10
Parliament responded in February 2001 by legislating an expanded ecological integrity
mandate in the Canada National Parks Act with the following additions to sections 2 and
8 in the legislation:
“Section 2(1) – Definitions
‘ecological integrity’ means, with respect to a park, a condition that is determined to be
characteristic of its natural region and likely to persist, including abiotic components and the
composition and abundance of native species and biological communities, rates of change and
supporting processes;
Section 8(2) – Ecological Integrity
Maintenance or restoration of ecological integrity, through the protection of natural resources and
natural processes, shall be the first priority of the Minister when considering all aspects of the
management of parks.”11

These ecological integrity provisions were enacted by Parliament alongside the existing
subsection 4(1) which dedicates the parks to the use and enjoyment of Canadians:
“Section 4(1) – Parks dedicated to public
The national parks of Canada are hereby dedicated to the people of Canada for their benefit,
education and enjoyment, subject to this Act and the regulations, and the parks shall be maintained
and made use of so as to leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.”12

The categorical priority in subsection 8(2) afforded to the maintenance or restoration of
ecological integrity in the national parks combined with the emphasis on natural
conditions and native species in the legislated definition make a convincing case that
these legislative provisions require national parks to be managed as places where the
preservation of nature for its own sake is the first priority with human interest of
secondary concern. In its literal terms, subsection 8(2) requires that national parks be
managed as core preservation areas with little human presence or influence.
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THE APPLICATION OF ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY IN LAW
The Federal Court of Canada has directly considered subsection 8(2) in two cases, and
has referred to the section in several others. All judicial consideration has resulted from
an application for judicial review of a Parks Canada decision concerning parks
management. The first consideration of subsection 8(2) was provided by Justice Gibson
of the Federal Court Trial Division in a 2001 judicial review of the Parks Canada
decision to approve the construction of a road in Wood Buffalo National Park.13 In 2003,
Justice Gibson’s interpretation of subsection 8(2) was upheld by Justice Evans in the
Federal Court of Appeal.14 These two decisions remain the leading authority on the
meaning and scope of the subsection 8(2) ecological integrity mandate for Parks Canada.
Wood Buffalo National Park straddles the northeast corner of Alberta and southern edge
of the Northwest Territories, covering approximately 45,000 kilometres.15 Parliament
established the park in 1922 to protect the declining population of wood buffalo.16 In
1983 the park received international recognition as a United Nations World Heritage Site
as habitat for threatened wood buffalo and whooping crane species, as well as being
recognized for protecting one of the world’s largest inland freshwater deltas.17
In 1998 the municipality of Fort Smith, located on the northern boundary of the park in
the Northwest Territories, submitted an application to Parks Canada seeking approval to
construct and operate a road crossing the park from east to west along the Peace River.
Parks Canada commissioned an environmental assessment which concluded that a new
road would have some environmental impact on the park, but taking into account
mitigation measures this impact was not likely to be significant. In May 2001 Parks
Canada (as the Minister’s delegate) approved construction of the road.
The Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS) viewed these facts as the ideal
case to test the new ecological integrity provisions which had recently been enacted by
Parliament in the Canada National Parks Act.18 CPAWS has a long history in national
parks issues dating back to the early 1960s, and was an active contributor to the policy
work that led to the 2001 ecological integrity legislative amendments. Parks Canada
acknowledged on the record that the road did not serve a park purpose. The
environmental assessment provided evidence that construction of the road and its
13
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subsequent use would disturb the ecology in a national park known internationally for
protecting endangered species. Parks Canada had failed to even mention ecological
integrity in its May 2001 written approval of the road construction. CPAWS applied to
the Federal Court in June 2001 seeking judicial review of the road approval on the basis
that these facts made for a clear violation of the new ecological integrity rule in the
Canada National Parks Act.
Justice Gibson rules that Parks Canada had the statutory authority to approve the road,
and he is not swayed by the evidence on environmental impacts or the fact that Parks
Canada failed to mention ecological integrity in its decision.19 In dismissing the CPAWS
application, Justice Gibson references the new statutory provisions as non-substantial
changes to the legislation and provides a remarkable interpretation of the subsection 8(2)
ecological mandate and its relationship to subsection 4(1):
“Further, I agree with counsel for the respondents that the record, when read in its totality, is
consistent with the Minister and her delegates according first priority to ecological integrity in
arriving at the decision under review. That the decision is clearly not consistent with treating
ecological integrity as the Minister’s sole priority is clear. However, that is not the test. I reiterate:
subsection 4(1) of the new Act requires a delicate balancing of conflicting interests which include
the benefit and enjoyment of those living in, and in close proximity to, Wood Buffalo National
Park. This is particularly so when that Park is as remote from services and facilities as is in fact
the case and as is likely to remain the case for some time. In the circumstances, while Wood
Buffalo National Park, like other National Parks, is dedicated to the people of Canada as a whole,
it is not unreasonable to give special consideration to the limited number of people of Canada who
are by far most directly affected by management or development decisions affecting the Park. I am
satisfied that it was reasonably open to the Minister and her delegates to conclude that the interests
of those people overrode the first priority given to ecological integrity where impairment of such
integrity can be minimized to a degree that the Minister concludes is consistent with the
maintenance of the Park for the enjoyment of future generations.
… Subsection 8(2) of the Act does not require that ecological integrity be the ‘determinative
factor’ in a decision such as that under review. Rather, it simply requires that ecological integrity
be the Minister’s ‘first’ priority and, as indicated immediately above, I am satisfied on the totality
of the evidence before the Court that it was her first priority in reaching the decision here under
review. I acknowledge that the record before me does not disclose that the Minister and her
delegates used the phrase “ecological integrity” in their decision making process, or, in fact, in the
decision that is under review itself. That reality does not lead inexorably to a conclusion that
ecological integrity was not considered or was not given a first priority. I am satisfied on the
record that it is clear that ecological integrity was taken into account by the Minister and her
delegates. I am further satisfied that it was, as well, given first priority notwithstanding that it was
not found to be the determinative factor in all of the circumstances.”20

Justice Gibson provides an interpretation of subsection 8(2) that differs significantly from
the literal wording of the provision. Not only does he employ utilitarian logic to read
19
20

CPAWS Trial Division, supra note 13 at para 47.
Ibid at paras 52-53 (emphasis in original).
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down the ecological integrity priority as just another factor for Parks Canada to weigh in
carrying out its subsection 4(1) mandate to balance use with preservation, he concludes
that a parks decision can promote the interests of people over the maintenance of
ecological integrity and still comply with subsection 8(2).
CPAWS arguably fares worse at the Federal Court of Appeal. Justice Evans confirms the
Court owes significant deference to Parks Canada in the exercise of its statutory authority
to manage the national parks, and accordingly he rules the Court will not revisit how
Parks Canada weighs ecological integrity and other factors in its management decisions.21
Moreover, in dismissing the CPAWS appeal Justice Evans places the onus on CPAWS to
establish what components of restoring or maintaining ecological integrity were missing
in the Parks Canada approval or, alternatively, to submit evidence on how the road
construction would impair the park’s ecological integrity.22 Justice Evans not only reads
down subsection 8(2), he places a new evidentiary burden on CPAWS as the applicant
seeking to challenge Parks Canada under subsection 8(2).
These two decisions in the case of the Wood Buffalo National Park road approval provide
Parks Canada with the legal authority to consider the maintenance or restoration of
ecological integrity as just another factor in parks decision-making; moreover, ecological
integrity is a factor which can be overridden by human commercial or economic
interests.23 The doctrinal analysis here demonstrates that judicial interpretation of
subsection 8(2) has significantly undermined the normative influence of the ecological
integrity rule on parks management. Another effect of these decisions has been to
intimidate public interest environmental groups away from using the law to challenge
Parks Canada decision-making in the national parks.
The Mikisew Cree First Nation also applied to the Federal Court for judicial review of
the Parks Canada road approval in Wood Buffalo National Park, filing their application in
June 2001 just one week after the CPAWS application was filed with the Court. The
Mikisew application asserted the decision by Parks Canada was an unlawful infringement
of aboriginal rights under section 35 of the Constitution Act.24
Madam Justice Hansen rules the road approval infringed upon Mikisew section 35 rights
to hunt and carry on their traditional lifestyle in Wood Buffalo National Park, and as such
she sets aside the Parks Canada decision.25 The reasoning provided by Justice Hansen to
21

CPAWS Court of Appeal, supra note 14 at paras 68-99.
Ibid at paras 89, 101-105.
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support her ruling offers an interesting contrast to that of Justice Gibson and Justice
Evans in the CPAWS application.
Justice Hansen finds the infringement on Mikisew aboriginal rights partially on the
evidence of adverse environmental impacts from the proposed road, including habitat
fragmentation, adverse impacts to wildlife that rely on undisturbed wilderness for
sustainable populations, and loss of vegetation.26 Justice Hansen concludes:
“Subsistence hunting and trapping by traditional users of the Park’s resources has been in decline
for many years. Opening up this remote wilderness to vehicle traffic could potentially exacerbate
the challenges facing First Nations struggling to maintain their culture. For example, if the moose
population is adversely affected by increased poaching or predation pressures caused by the road,
Mikisew will be forced to change their hunting strategies. This may simply be one more incentive
to abandon a traditional lifestyle and turn to other modes of living. Further, Mikisew argues that
keeping the land around the reserve in its natural condition and maintaining their hunting and
trapping traditions is important to their ability to pass their skills on to the next generation of
Mikisew.”27

The decision was ultimately heard at the Supreme Court of Canada, and it is noteworthy
for present purposes that a unanimous Supreme Court agreed with Justice Hansen that the
Mikisew aboriginal rights were infringed by the adverse environmental impacts of the
proposed road.28
Also noteworthy in the Mikisew application is the fact that Parks Canada led evidence on
environmental impacts to oppose the Mikisew application. It is hard to miss the irony of
Parks Canada asserting that hunting is incompatible with maintaining the ecological
integrity of Wood Buffalo National Park, while at the same time asserting the road will
have no adverse impact on ecological integrity in the CPAWS application. Justice
Hansen has little difficulty in rejecting this argument by giving significant weight to the
evidence on the proposed road’s environmental impacts and emphasizing that aboriginal
hunting is intertwined with the ecology of the park.29
The ecological integrity of Wood Buffalo National Park is given priority in Justice
Hansen’s reasoning that is nowhere to be found in the Court’s reasons for dismissing the
CPAWS application. The remoteness and wild nature of Wood Buffalo National Park
informs her analysis on the lawfulness of the proposed road and its impact on both the
Mikisew Cree First Nation and the ecology of the park.

26

Ibid at paras 87-98. This evidence came from both the environmental assessment report and crossexamination of the Wood Buffalo National Park Superintendent who admitted that the road construction
would adversely impact wildlife habitat in the Park.
27
Ibid at para 98.
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A PROBLEM OF INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN
The foregoing analysis provides for a couple of observations. The first observation is that
judicial interpretation of the ecological integrity rule in subsection 8(2) of the Canada
National Parks Act has significantly read down the priority for ecological integrity in
parks management. The Federal Court has effectively ruled that ecological integrity is
simply one of many factors for Parks Canada to consider in exercising its legal power to
manage the national parks, despite how poorly this reading fits with the literal terms of
subsection 8(2).
The second observation is the distinction in legal reasoning evident in a comparison
between the CPAWS decisions and the Mikisew decision concerning the impacts of the
road on the ecology of Wood Buffalo National Park. Ironically, the Mikisew decision
gives ecological integrity the priority called for in the Canada National Parks Act,
notwithstanding that the parks legislation is not at issue in the Mikisew application.
The most compelling explanation for these observations might rest in the statutory nature
of the ecological integrity rule in the Canada National Parks Act. Many legal scholars
have noted a strong correlation between utilitarian ethics and statutory rules.30 The
general argument is that an application of statutory rules is predisposed towards the
balancing of competing interests and polycentric considerations. The categorical or
deontological nature of certain environmental norms, such as the norm of preserving
ecological integrity, is perhaps too rigid to be operationalized as a statutory rule. The
reason might simply be that a categorical assertion of authority in legislation is
inextricably linked to the policy debates underlying its enactment, and thus a statutory
rule is especially vulnerable to being read down to accommodate competing interests. Or
perhaps worse, the rule may be completely flipped on its head when necessary to satisfy
these competing interests. I have previously suggested this is exactly what Justice Gibson
does in the CPAWS decision: The human-wilderness dualism underlying the meaning of
ecological integrity whereby park wilderness is idealized over human interests in the
literal wording of subsection 8(2) is untenable to Justice Gibson who simply flips the
dualism in his application of subsection 8(2) to assert human interests over park
wilderness.31 There are exceptional cases where a deontological statutory rule on
environmental preservation prevails against competing interests and the Court expressly
refuses to engage in utilitarian reasoning, but these really are exceptions.32
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See e.g. Sean Coyle & Karen Morrow, The Philosophical Foundations of Environmental Law (Portland:
Hart Publishing, 2004).
31
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Authority v Hill, 437 US 153 (1978).
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The statutory nature of the ecological integrity rule also seems to dictate that legal
reasoning will be predominately concerned with principles of statutory interpretation and
judicial review. These principles inject a formalism into legal argument and legal
reasoning that negates the creativity and imagination in legal thought required to develop
and implement complex and difficult norms. Legal reasoning in the CPAWS decisions
concerning ecological integrity, and presumably the arguments of the parties before the
Court, focuses on dissecting the wording of subsection 8(2) and adjudicating the lines of
authority between the judiciary, legislature, and the executive. The Court never seriously
engages with the norm of ecological integrity preservation and what it means for national
park management. The contrast between how the CPAWS decisions and the Mikisew
decision assess the impact of the proposed road on the ecological integrity of Wood
Buffalo National Park demonstrates how constraining this formalism can be.
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